Section 1 of this note considers the normal sphere bundle of a compact, connected, orientable manifold M n (without boundary) differentiably imbedded in euclidean space R n+1ύ . (These hypotheses on M n will be assumed throughout § 1.) It is shown that if k is sufficiently large then the normal sphere bundle has the fiber homotopy type of a product bundle if and only if there exists an S-map from S n to M n of degree one (i.e. for some p there exists a continuous map of degree one from S n+P to the p-ΐold suspension of M n ). The proof is based on the fact that the Thorn space of the normal bundle is dual in the sense of SpanierWhitehead [8] to the disjoint union of M n and a point. Section 2 studies the tangent sphere bundle of a homotopy ^-sphere. This has the fiber homotopy type of a product bundle if and only if n equals 1, 3 or 7. The proof is based on Adams' work [1] .
If X is a space, S k X will denote the k-ΐolά suspension of X as in [8, 9] . If Xhas a base point x Q , then S k X will denote the fc-fold reduced suspension and is the identification space S^X/S^XQ obtained from S k X by collapsing S k x 0 to a point (to be used as base point for S$X). There is a canonical homeomorphism S k X^ S k x X/S k V X. Two fiber bundles with the same fiber and with projections p x : E x -* B, p 2 : E 2 -+B have the same fiber homotopy type [3, 4, 10] if there exist fiber preserving maps/*: E t -> E^t and fiber preserving 1 homotopies
Let ξ denote an oriented (k -l)-sphere bundle. The total space of ξ will be denoted by E and the total space of the associated fc-disk bundle will be denoted by E. The Thorn space T(ξ) is the identification space E\E obtained from E by collapsing E to a single point (to be used as base point for T (ξ) Proof, It suffices to prove that under the hypotheses of the lemma the map S:
Choose base points Since Y is A>connected it follows from the suspension theorem (see § 7 of [9] ) that 
has the homotopy type of the suspension S(D n+IC -interior E). Since (D n+k -interior E) is an (n + fe)-dual of M n {J (point at infinity), and the suspension of an (n + Λ)-dual is an (n + k + l)-dual, this completes the proof. (E) maps isomorphically onto the second summand while the injection H k '\E) -• H k~\ F) maps the second summand isomorphically.) Therefore, the map / | E: E-->S k -1 has the property that its restriction to a fiber F induces an isomorphism of the cohomology of S*-" 1 onto that of F so is a homotopy equivalence of F with S*"
REMARK. Lemma 2 shows that the S-type of T(ξ)
1 . This implies (by Corollary 2 on p. 121 of [3] ) that E has the same fiber homotopy type as a product bundle.
(2) =φ (3). By Lemma 2, T(ξ) is weakly (n + k + l)-dual to M n UPo If ξ is of the same fiber homotopy type as a product bundle, it follows from {A), (B) that T(ξ) is of the same homotopy type as S k (M n {Jp 0 ). Combining these two statements gives the result.
(3) =φ (1) Proof. Since r = n, the case k > 3 follows from the theorem. For the cases k = 1, 2 it is well known that the normal bundle is, in fact, trivial.
REMARK. Puppe [6] Proof. If a map S n x S n -> S n of degree (1, 1) exists, then according to Adams n must be equal to 1, 3 or 7 (see Theorem la of [1] ).
Conversely, if n equals 1, 3 or 7 then π n^( SO(n)) = 0. Using obstruction theory it follows that any homotopy ^-sphere is parallelizable. This completes the proof.
